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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW 
March 23, 2018 
 
KEITH MITCHELL  ( -12) 
 
 
Q.  Bogey free, making birdies out there.  How would you assess things today? 
 
KEITH MITCHELL:  Bogey free is rare for me, so that was -- that's a huge positive.  I hit it a 
little bit more consistent today.  I didn't get as aggressive maybe.  Still, even when I did I felt 
like I got up and down.  So I felt like I played really similar golf other than without that one 
hiccup.  So it was fun, it was easy, it was fun.  But I know we've got two more days and 
Brice is a hell of a competitor out here so I'm going to have a big task to fill. 
 
Q.  Yeah, I was going to say really only the one hole of a mistake so far in 36 holes.  
Now, you didn't play this tournament last year, correct, on the Web.com Tour?   
 
KEITH MITCHELL:  I was extremely sick actually. 
 
Q.  So did you just come in here having to learn a lot or did you pick the brain of some 
of the guys that maybe did play last year? 
 
KEITH MITCHELL:  I played it two years ago and I've played enough on paspalum that I 
know that when you're putting on paspalum, if there's ever any doubt, it's usually straighter 
than you think and usually hit it a little firmer than you think.   
 
Having three weeks off was not the most fun being a rookie on Tour and just watching 
yourself go down the FedExCup, especially not playing the Valspar, which was pretty 
unfortunate I didn't play well enough to get in.  I really worked hard on my putting the last 
couple weeks, kind of just a lot of feels, nothing really mechanical, kind of just got a little 
more relaxed over it and focused a little bit more on my targets.  And out here if you can just 
relax on these greens, they don't do as funky things because they're usually in pretty good 
shape and they're usually straight and firm. 
 
Q.  Do you have any change of game plan for tomorrow considering where you are on 
the leaderboard, or pretty much staying the same with everything? 
 
KEITH MITCHELL:  On this golf course if you give any slack you're going to get passed.  So 
Pete and I have really focused hard on just knowing how long the season is and how many 
shots we're going to hit and how many rounds we're going to play that if we just play the best 
we can on each shot, just kind of add them up in August, then we'll be all right.  If we get too 
focused on where we are on the leaderboard or what we're doing at a certain time or what 
kind of shot we hit there, it's just -- that's what frustrated me a lot in the fall and in the winter 
because I felt like I put too much influence when I got close to the top of the leaderboard.  
Today we didn't do that, we just played. 
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Q.  Is it a comfortable pairing for you tomorrow, Brice and Steve?  Have you played 
much with both of them? 
 
KEITH MITCHELL:  Actually played with Brice the last round at Portland in the last group.  
He's awesome.  He's so chill, he's so easygoing, fun to play with, never gets rattled.  He 
actually helped me a lot just playing with him and learning from him in that situation because 
he's had a lot more experience than I have and he's able to handle it a little bit better.  So 
hopefully if I can just kind of keep my demeanor like his tomorrow, I think I have a good 
chance. 
 


